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Madam Chairperson, 
Distinguished Members of  the WG, 
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen , 
Fellow Indigenous Sisters and Brothers, 

I would like to thank you, Madam, for  providing me this opportunity. I 
am here from  the bosom of  great Himalayas and east region of  Nepal and on 
behalf  of  my community express my warm greetings to all of  you in this 
session. 

The right to education has been entitled to every citizens in Nepal. 
Education up to secondary level has been declared free  by the HMG of  Nepal. 
But the situation of  my community and other indigenous peoples is quite 
critical, harsh and unfavorable  due to poor economic status . Sixty percent of 
indigenous peoples' are bound to survive below the absolute poverty line. In 
schools drop out rate among the indigenous students is very high . Seventy 
percent can't complete their secondary level of  schooling . After  drop out most 
are compelled to be child workers in hotels, restaurants, transportation, carpet 
and other factories  . Most girls are victimised by women - trafficking,  sex 
abuses, pornography and their house owners, consequently suffer  from  HIV 
and AIDS. 

The medium of  instruction in educational institutions is Nepali, the 
national language of  Nepal . English is taught from  grade IV in general 
schools while in private schools English is taught from  the very beginning 
stage of  schooling. In addition Sanskrit language has been also made 
compulsory subject in general school despite the protest of  all indigenous 
organizations . Our demand is that Sanskrit must be optional subject, not 
compulsory one. This has been barrier to our children for  their schooling to 
upgrade 



I am pleased to inform  you that there are many different  kinds of 
indigenous groups in Nepal having their distinct socio cultural and linguistic 
identities . These languages, according to the linguist scholars belong to the 
Tibeto- Burman family.  The languages of  all indigenous groups have been 
recognized as the "nation" language in the new constitution of  Nepal. So far 
constitutionally, the right to have education in their mother languages up to 
primary level „ has been guaranteed but no efforts  and measures have yet been 
made in this field  while the HMG \ Nepal has allocating huge funding  yearly 
for  the Sanskrit one ; a dead language - no one speak it as ones mother 
language . There is an autonomous separate University with its affiliates 
(colleges and schools ) and the students of  these institutions are provided 
stipend and scholarship . So we the indigenous people feel  discriminated in 
this regard . This type of  treatment seems to the contrary of  the Universal 
Declaration of  Human Rights ( art -2 ) , International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights (part II: Art. 2- 2 ) and the ICCPR ( part II Art. 2-
1 )• 

Kirat Rai community is multi-linguist tribe in Nepal which are in 
existence in the spoken - form  only . 32 different  dialects are spoken in our 
community . Bantawa, Camlirig , Kulung are spoken by the majorities and 
Puma, Koyu are least spoken ones and about to be extinct now . Linguistically 
, I am from  Koyu Rai group and my association , KKRUA is concerned to 
preserve the Koyu dialect. A comparative Swadesh hundred words of  Koyu 
together with other Rai dialects are being collected with the help of  Kirat Rai 
Language and Literary Council. 

A few  indigenous languages such as Limbu , Newar, Maithili and 
Magar are well- developed and wealthy . As compign Newar community in 
Kathmandu valley and Maithili in south eastern region of  Nepal demanded 
their languages to be recognized in the official  works but the Supreme Court 
rejected it issuing stay- order recently which is also not consistent with the 
Bill of  Human Rights . 

Before  concluding, Madam , I am honoured to be here with the 
assistance of  UN VFIP 

Thank you very much for  your attention 


